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WELCOME

The membership of P.M.L.D. Link continues to grow to such

an extent that it has been necessary to make several changes to enable

the newsletter to continue. People are notoriously bad at sending

their S.A.P. ‘s I usually get several frantic telephone calls ask inc

for the last issue — the postage hastily following.

However, we now propose to levy an annual subscription of

£2.00, which will cover postage and photocopying charges. A subscription

form is included in this issue. Please return it to Carol Ouvry.

The management of ‘P.M.L.D. Link’ is also becoming too much

for one person. Also, from September, I will be workiiig for the

academic year 1989/90 in the Warwickshire Curriculum and Assessment Team,

(leveloping and monitor log the special needs t espmise to the Nat i ona I

Curriculum.

Consequently, we have formed an Editorial Committee who will share

the responsibility of ‘ P.M.L.D. Link’ . ‘lii is comm itt cc will compr i so of

Carol Ouvry, Flo Longhorn and myself. I must acknowledge the support of

the Blythe School Staff in keeping ‘P.N.L.D. Link’ afloat for so bug.

In particular Alan Tompkins for the typing, and the students of our F.E.

Department for enveloping each newsletter.

Remember, ‘P.Fl.L.D. Link’ will oniy survive with your written

contributions. These can be any type: short papers; information sharing;

news of your children with p.m.i.d
. ; c’qui pmc’nt rerjuu(’ss; reqiur’sl tr

specific inLormation; or useful addresses. lii this issue we have I we

contrasting, but equally interesting papers. Clair riarviri shares her

views as a newcomer to work with ch Id ren with p.111. I . d . l)a ye llrwol ‘s

paper reflects a curriculum philosophy based upon considerable experience

with profoundly handicapped young people.

I
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I am grateful to Joan Boucher, ii.ri. I., 1t sharing with us tier

initial thoughts and reactions to the Nat ioii;i I (ui i i ni rim ;rwl it

application t:o children with profound and multiple learning d fficirltles.

‘Ihis is a most useful starting point, which hopefully future issues of

‘P.tl.LJ). Link’ will be able to develop as prart it ioiO’i c’xj)I(i P I lie

potential of the National Curriculum for our children with p.m.l.d.

Written contributions for tire next i ssnr of ‘1’ .11. L.I). Li nk

should be sent to:

Carol Ouvry,

2, Rotherwood Road,

Putney,

London, S.W. 15 lIZ.

Carol would particularly welcome ideas/views/experiences

on post—16 provision for students wi Lii p.m. 1 .d. to iw- I rule iii i ssrio 5.

I look forward to maintaining contact with you nil via this

newsletter. In the meantime, I hope your summer ho 1 i day i a happy

and restful time.

Barry au Jon I or

Ply tire riroo 1

Jun I y , I
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PMLD LIP!

NATIONAL CURRICULUM-—-—THE BIG SHINs FICTUPE OCOt (.F
POSSI8IL1TIES.

The NC i a big shinypicture book of nopibit1tie to, all
pupils with SEN and for the staff who iiort. with them bitt
possibilities only become reality it tile) iee sei:d aitil

exploited. In order to sat egua,d pupils’ 9ntitienient te.3clier
and classroom assistants have to absorb N’D into the whole
school curriculum, developing it in a way that mates sense for
every puni 1. To achieve this will tate a yoo’J deal of t hue and
effort but the benefits for everyone are 1 itely to be
substantial. The chat lenges of what must be a majni tart Wi 11
be matched by opportunities to enhance teach lug know ledge and
skill.

The pupils’ entitlement I reterted tc’ ai’o.’! ic embdded ii, the
first section of the Education Retorm •cL. la,JS. For tl,° 1 i si,
time in tjie history of education in ‘his coui’t.iy ti’s
principle that all pupils attending sctoots,
includinq all maintained special schincite, •q,.i qtjP F

broad 1> based, ba I anced curr i cii turn is eiistit I ,i’d iii law.

Moreover, the entitlement belongs to the iiid I .‘ idut’ I pitt’ It
whatever their level of ability, whether ttieyjire er) bte •.‘t

have PMLD. I believe that we have not yet bquii to ‘ptie tue
implicationé of this but there is no doubt ttsattltey ate 1w
reaching. It is essential that eien the laRt able PI4Lr’ ,upi 1
is inc I uded wi thi ti the NC popu 1 at i on iid !, is ‘.u lw, ciii I i ‘21 1 tim
associated with NC.

In the immediate future the incorporation f tiC int” Ii’s’
school curri cu 1 urn turther gust ‘nt.eees ‘tint (Jilt) I I ‘ •9, a 3 liii,’
is sound, compreiinive and ri’.l,. Ji, ‘il’ui i’’,i a’i ii .1! •It.

for modet at ion of assessment a’ ZulU then :‘nni npr in’s it

LEA moderating group should demcitstt at.° Ill ‘;oil% ilic;ittg my

f’ that they at e part of the ord i tli,y pcIir 1 per’’ I at. i tn, iIl’4

wor king within the common NC siiou I d e: tend Ui’ np,’’; j icc
for pupi ts to receive at least part ‘:f U,i’ duciti”n ii’ an
integrated setting.

The chat lenge is to interpret iii’] imnlnmr..t. !i• j I ‘1 ,:,i.h,
first and foremost meets the needs Ct ‘ncit rirpi I whi 10 n. ‘tie

same t uiie observing the requ i rernerts •,F lIps I cg I F Jji iii.

believe it is possible to do this though, it will ‘equite
creativity and flexibility, quni ities tihi.ii ilongcide ‘i’;1

work are to be found in good measure in aweciil

The opportunities for ‘taff wh i cii coitie w it ii the i “tr ret’i t I ‘‘I’

of NC is for them to improve this qua 1 i is t r’ o’i i’ I r:i’ f c

pup i ls nini in the prncess tn ni’i,aiic:p I tin ii .‘‘,‘g I.nn ii;

skills. The need to ic iew sc.t’c,l c.ui ‘ I’ ii’um. nait I. I it

is to tar’ tome an int,eg;;jted pai t of it”’ fli ‘Ic’ ‘ tiu’’t
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and the Nationaj Curricuij,,,

Mancheste
Educatio0 Authorjt have been far sigh 0 pro

four secondinent to address the curricula issues reLating to the
NatIonai

Curriculum and pupfl5 with severe learning
difficulties

Four teachers are to be based at Manchester
University for the

accademi ‘ear 1989/90 to look into present currjcui
practic aroj

how th cn be related to the Nation81 Currjcuj

The Phlsosphy is based on the inclusion of all pupjJ5 in the
Nationai

Curriculum In Manchester there Is8 diversity of practj
amongst th0 scho01 the pupil9 with SOvere tfl8rfling (Iiff,,j1 lOsregardi0g the Placement of pupils withpILD Many P.M.Lj3pupiJ5 are integr

Into approprj.jt age classes in the schoo andtheir specific fldivjdual needs met by careful timetabi. The
implicat. of the Nationai

Curriculum will thus consider the
‘Special Unit’ and integr

approach.

I would be very interested to hear from 8yone as an individul

With
scho01 who Would like to comment on the Nationai

Curriculum and pupil5

Sue Fagg
Team Leader Nationaj

Curriculum,
(Pupijs experieni

severe learning difficult.
Piper Hjli Scho01
200 Yew Iree Lane,
Northend

Mancheste H23 OFF
(Tei:0519



MAI1STREA?1 TEACJTER 1iADE GOOD ?

On a chill,cloudy Friday in September 1987 I was sitting at Heathrow

Airport accompanied by my trusty companion — a dusty and battered

Lowe rucksack. While indulging in my first Nars Par for two years,I

reinforced my decision made two years ago that I would never return to

teaching in mainstream schools in th U.K.

I left Middle School education in December 1985 during a very

unsettled and demoralising period for the teaching profession.

Having satisfied a burning ambition to travel at will through South

and Central America, here I was, searching ±or something new......

a new challenge with fresh enthusiasm.

While this article may not be considered highly informative I do hope

that someone else, somewhere out there, may have experienced something

similar and be prompted to respond.

In December of thc same year I found myself preparing to face tiat

“new challenge”.

I was sitting in a temporary classroom at a school for youngsters

with Severe Learning Difficulties,listening to the retiring class

teacher talking about the curriculum in th ?ciddle School. I really

wondered if she was speaking the same language!

‘...then there’s Derbyshire Language — we group the children

according to their understanding of I.C.W’s. 1le’re extending linkaton

signs and symbols too...”

So this was my introduction to two terms teaching youngsters aged ten to

fourteen. This was my “new challenge”. As far as I knew Derbyshire

spoke th same language ac any other English county, I.C.W. wern the

initials of my last headmaster ann Iakaton sounded like a new type of

stout.

Throughout the Christmas holidays I crammed my head with every Special

Needs document available. Only two terms later I fours myself crarn:ing

again,as I accepted a move to a permanent post with the PJ1.L.D.

youngsters — yet more specialism? After a full year in that position,

I am now the proud owner of an entirely new vocabulary and lots of ohr

people’s ideas!

Books and papers, borrowed and photocopied, are piling up in the

cornerr of my house. Names like Peter Pittler, ark !.labon, Flo Longhorn,



James Hogg, Lilli Nielson, Chris Kiernan and Judy Sebba, to mention

but a few, roll off my tongue. I have oven enjoyed the opportunity of

meeting some of these interesting people.... a definite source of

inspiration and strongly recommended.

Abbreviations such as IT.C.B. (since i’then did the National Coal Thard

run courses for teachers ?) S.E.fl.S.H., R.H.I.P., B.I.T.J!. ,A.C.., and

E.D.Y, have all taken meaning, as have places like Arson House, hester

&drian and Castle Priory. I wonder if those long_stayers in Special Ld.

have noticed th sea of names, abbreviations and jargon threatening to

engulf us.

omeore should have told me that my middle name needed to be

‘Versatile’. We often complained about this necessary quality in

mainstream education, but how much more important it is in Special.

I have now tried my hand at counselling, technology, woodwork, plumbiig,

physiotherapy, occupational therapy, hydrotherapy, nursing, speech theray,

electrics, pool maintenance, mechanics, psychology, aromatherapy and

massage. I am not claiming to be an expert in any....but what a C.V. I

could write!

I have met more people involved with my youngsters, all at the ernie

time, than I did in the whole seventeen years I laboured in mainstream.

community nurses,doctors, consultants, physiotherapists, speech

therapists, psychologists(both educational and clinical), peripatetic

teachers, school nurses, taxi drivers, respite car’rs, social workers,

Y.T.S. trainees, E.T. trainees? ‘work experience’ youngsters7 students,

nursery nurses, dieticians......... aw1, of course, parents.

I have learnt diplomacy the hard way.

In all, life seems to have taken on a broad and challenging

excitement; even Piaget at last is relevant. I feel that I have been

lucky enough to enter a profession where there is c±ill ample room for

new ideas, methods and disciplines. After all the educability of

F.H.L.l). youngsters is recent. I hope that throoih ‘IIhi) Lii’]:’ we will

be able to share our enthusiasm.

And. finally, although the Summer holiday is yet to c’ome,I am already

keenly anticipating the shops filling with Ilallowo’ en :wd C]irirtria.s time

novelties.When else would we restock our Sensory curriculum ‘banks’



ad where would wn find that interesting and different,battery—operatecl

toy? I’ve learnt to shop with a fresh outlook — in fact I row enjoy 11

chore I used to hate. Lurking in any type of shop therrn may be the answer

to a motivation problem or something to fill the ap in the tactile

curriculum!

So now I know what Behavioural methods, Boss digital samplers,

Snoezelen and AL.A.C. are all about, I can honestly say,that the “new

challenge” I was looking for on that chill, cloudy day at Heathrow

Airport has definitely arrived!

Claire Marvin.

hfILD Unit.

Leyland School.
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Frons Dave Hewett & Melanie Hind, llarperbury Hospital School

INTERAGTIDN A3 CURRICULUM
AT HARFERBURY llQF I TAL CIlO(DL

We have to thank Carol Ouvry cPI4LD Link, Issue 2) for putting on paper
an ‘outsider’s’ view of our work on Intensive Interaction and the
impressions gained from a brief visit. Carol’s paper has usefully
brought to our attention some aspects of our work which may hone I it from
I urther elaboration. We are therefore taking this opportunity to uli:nmpt
to re—iterate some of the premises underlying the development of the
curriculum at Harperbury and to clarify just what it is we are
attempting to do.

Whilst stating these premises we must also describe our client group,
for it is the nature of their difficulties that has led to our seeking
this way of working. Our students are young adults, who are
institutionalized, but who in many ways form no more of a homogerious
group than do any other school population. However, the majority of
them are pre—verbal and lack even the ability to communicate in
rudimentary or idiosyncratic ways They present as being at a very
early level of development, having extremely limited undeistandirigs 01

their environment — particularly of other people, and they may display
extreme social withdrawal Some of our students have physical
disabilities and some are sensorily impaired; many, however, are
physically very active and severely bchaviourally diturhcd Our [ioul
has a preponderance of such pupils whereas other schools will probably
have a smaller proportion

Our work on developing the use of Intensive interaction teaching has
been taking place over the last four years. We experienced successes in
our early work which have inspired serious study of the method to the
extent of conducting formal research. Our commitment to the approach
strong, but the extent to which we apply it in practice varies greatly,
from students for whom this is the core curricul urn, to others for whom
it is simply an aspect of a recognizably more conventional curriculum,
For the benefit of this paper, however, we will primarily he describing
work with students for whom intensive Interaction is core curriculum.

The teaching approach has arisen from a reluctance to rely on a
behaviourally—based curriculum which in our view was not adequate, a
recognition of the need to address the absolute fundamentals of
learning, and the assumption that the development of sociability
underpins all further learning, particularly communication. Nanv of our
students conspicuously lacked the ability to he social.

The intensive interaction teaching in use at the school owes much to the
‘natural model’ of teaching and learning which takes place in the
interactions between infant and primary caregiver in the tirot year el

life In focusing on the very early development of social and
communicative behaviours we are not so much referring to the issumed
‘normal’ stages of development, hut employing some of the processcs



that help to bring about the progression through these stages. We
borrow from the range of ‘games’ found in these interactions and the
tacit principles in operation which put them among the most crucial
early ‘earning experiences. We refer readers to our literature
“Interaction as Curriculum” and “Developing an Interactive Curriculum.
f or a more fulsome account of why and how we base Cur teaching on this
model of caregiver-infant interaction.

At the forefront of our minds, therefore, is the appreciation that the
students may not have reached the stage whereby they can relate to
others in a meaningful or mutually rewarding way. For them, being with
others may be an unpleasant and stressful experience - an invasion into
their own private and isolated worlds of self-stimulation, for others
there is merely a passive lack of understanding of how to respond or
relate. It is difficult also for staff to apprDach them as they can he
quite forcefully rejecting of others, or give such a lack of
communicative signals that one is easily discouraged.

It is (JUT intention to use ourselves as the primary resource, and like
the parent of an infant, to make ourselves the most interesting aspect
of the immediate environment, offering ourselves with modified voice,
face and posture. We look for signals that we have successfully
attracted the attention of the young person and attempt to maintain
their attention and create an enjoyable and intrinsically motivating
experience. Early sessions with a student may be very like the ‘peek--a-
boo’ or ‘raspberry on the neck’ game that we play with infants, and our
input is continually modified by the feedback we receive. Implicit in
the approach is a ‘tuning’ in to the student, sensitizing ourselves to
their behaviour patterns, their motivations, and their early signals of
interest or pleasure. Indeed, their response behaviours often form the
focus tor a continually developing game. Important to the prnce is the
time given to watching and waiting by the teacher and careful timing
and monitoring of the intensity and tempo of the activity contributes to
its success in terms of gaining and maintaining attention. We use
physical contact to communicate warmth, facilitate trust and transmit
calm. When the student is rejecting of such contact it remains our
intention that this valuable, basic channel of communication be opened
up. We cannot at present fully articulate what is communicated simply
through giving physical contact. Our experiences have led us to believe
that some of our over-active and disturbed students have slowed down
their tempo of behaviour partly through developing a better, more
Intimate knowledge of the physical tempo of others. There is no sense,
however, in which we regard our giving of physical contact as being
compensatory for the lack of affection the students receive in their
‘home’ environment. Our use of touch is as comrminication at a basic,
seemingly appropriate level.

We have found that the intensity of the Interaction secuences vaiies
throughout the day. There are intensive sequences in which the stall
member actively and purposefully attempts to engage the ctndent in an
interaction which takes them lust a step further on developmentally hioi
they have been before. These sessions are supported by holstering!
consolidating type activities in which the staff and student might be
more passively enjoying each others’ company, The role of these latter,



‘secondary’ activities is, we believe, important, though difficult to
evaluate with precision. We can, however, state with confidence, that
for many of our students, calmly accepting such an activity is a maini
achievement.

What we are concerned with then, in developing interaction sequences, i

facilitating interest in the social world, pleasure in being with
others, and the establishment of communication hc’haviours. Enfovrnn( i

seen as a fundamental basis to successful interaction, and while
enjoyment is not seen as an end in itself, its continued presence is
regarded as vital in its potential for intrinsic motivation and reward
It is our intention that the interactions become increasingly cojnlex
over time and that the students’ communication behaviours thus become
more sophisticated. We set out to motivate the students to explore ani
involve themselves in their environment, through our mediation, such
that they can gain a greater understanding of their world and how they
can affect it. We see ourselves as the most flexible and responsive
aspect of that environment and that, by teaching through contingent
response to the students, we can give them a sense of control over tlu!
learning which may he denied them by overreliance on the unilateralism
of rigidly defined teaching programmes.

Thanks to Barry for giving us this space and we hope to meet him some
time. 1e hope also that PNLD Link will continue o he produced.
sure you will all agree with the value o teachers in this field having
a forum for maintaining contact with one another and freely exchanging
views,

Hewett D. & Nind, M. Developing an Interactive Curriculum for luil
(1989) with Severe and Complex Learning Difficulties:

A Classroom Process, in Smith, 13, , Interactive
Appr.pches.tc the Education oChi ldrep_i th
Severe Leat ningDiJficult.ies, Westhill College.

Nind, 14. & Hewett, D. Interaction as Curriculum: A Procss Method in a
(1988) School for Pupils with Severe Learning

Difficulties, British Journal of Jpecial
Eduaction, 15, 2, 55-57
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‘teachers of p.m. 1. d children ot tr’n cxpinre lcticcrns ‘iver 1h’ iLl
ficulties of finding methods to observe purils .ccurateIy And
objectively. Observation skills are e erìtiai if teachers are to
Identify the problems of individual children and to respond posi
tively and creatively to calls for curriculum develtpment.

During the school day teachers take in. and react to, a groat
deal of information but the hectic pace oft’n mAkes it difficult
for thorough and sustained observation. Record keeping is usu
ally haphazard and teachers who know their children well c’tten

unconsciously record incorrectly. They tend to monitor what. they
expect a child to do or say in a aiven si tna on. their nbn—r
vations. however, are often (unconsciously) Lsed on past e::teri-
ences and fail to record or analyse what is really happening now.

In addition teachers, naturally, are keen to rec some pr rr.n In
their children however slow. I t is not i.inr c’i ocTnahl C, therci ‘‘rc.
for teachers of p.in.l.d pupils to misinterpret. optimistically
minor behavioural changes and to imagine si ptiificant progress.
For some years teachers. students and ioctiirots at Hew
man/Westhi 11 Colleges have undertaken ar’proprlate methoti rif

observation. IT—INSET (initial i’rainiiie and Tn—Service Educa Lion
and Train! ng of Teachers ‘I has produced oem’ in in I r’o’i 1 1’’
teams invo t’ied in the project. cons 1st of nm I 1 numb’ ro of ii

dents in the third year of a B. Ed. course - a college tutor and a
teacher who work together in the classroom fcr one day a week
over a term.

The IT—INSET approach requires a classteacho! to ld’ntiiv a
topic or focus , which he or she woulil Jjfre to look at if only

T had the time H The team helps the teactici to consider that
topic or focus by systematically gathering evidence. The team
then analyses this evidence through structures discussion nnc:i
consequently makes decisions on the eftectiv-ness of the work Ftfl(1
on what changes, if any. should he made - IT’ I t1E’l’ I n ri rdi I I V
described as a collaborative approach to curriculum review

in one case a class teacher was keen to discover the iiiost ci
tive method of observing her pn I . d - rh i Idren for set per I orT’ o t.
t, ime throughout the school day - in an I tort to collect re I Lb Ic
and meaningful data, the team experimented wi Lii three diftorerit
methods:—

video recording.
the use of standardised observation ocliedu I es,
continuous recording,

r1h1e results are tentative, but the team did have the cprorLiio I
to test its findings in a variety of situations. It is hoped
that the conclusions will be of use to ether teachers,



Vidiing.

in an effort to record childrens exact responss in different
circumstances the team initially used video recording. All the
children had been filmed on previous cc lurn, and it
thought that they were quite used to the nqu pmen t Never the
less, despite careful positioning, the presence of the camera
often produced typical responses. Some children reacted to the
equipment by demonstrating abnormal amounts of neutral or totally
passive behaviour; others, particularly these wi tb cerebral
palsy, produced an exceptional number of shn r’t led respss.
Both responses gave a false picture of the children s spontrtrieous
interactions.

The team concluded that unless sophisticated equipmnrit, in Iriling
zoom lenses and purpose built observation posi tions, can ho used,
video recording does not necessarl I y give a true pi tnre el a
pupils ability, particularly the ability to interact with the
environment.

The use of standardized observatlen schedu lrs,

The team experimented with a numher of staniJaidizeci obsercat ion
schedules of which ACA. (Affective Communication /\ssesomnent)
was typica 1 - It is beyond the scope of t.h I s artici’’ to ‘

each one in detail , but in general the team I oiind Ilia t such
schedules were useful in ascertaining what had been achieved.
The information did not. however, reveal in enough detal I hew it
had been accomplished not the cause arid eli r: I of re I at I erisI’i pu
The schedules inevitably failed to give aiiy indications of tire
richness and complexity of the childs world and consequentLy the
record of a pupil - s behaviour was of ten reprr’ceIlte(l tv ti u ri

single Words.

Unjnu_uspc or&iig -

it is impossible to record everything one cncreetic chi Id lens
over a set period and this method of recording is totally map—
r’ropriate for active s. 1. d. chm idreri. However, p.m. I - d. pupils
limited arid slow resoiises do make it feasible t’ tin i ‘iue - The
skill , however, takes time to acquire . Coed rid Brrphiy ( I itt

write A focus on he1viour does not in itccIf guarmtee th’t erie
will see ar curatelv4,nt If’ srve ?nt to (Ifl so Th I I
willing to practice nd compare his or her nervnt I errs wi I Ii

those di others (page 313)

The team took two deliberate steps to ilirpreve their skill.
First iv. they attempted to descri he al I that they riot red n ir’’
c ise terms - Team members observed iridi vi dos I pup] I s in i: t or
set periods of time and then compared oI’serva ti ens. I t t’’I sonic
practice to eliminate inaccuracies. and to reach a Fri ui is t’’ (Li
agreement.

Second ly. they attempted to el iminate rrdiv irItial hi ‘s . 1 is
sometimes difficult for a teacher ho rseogrr I n’ that ‘ n
(‘ertain pupils may he 31)h)eCt itie I er var mrs macem amid Itm



feelings and emotions play a part in a teachers ability to
monitor a childs behaviour. This probLem may be more serious
when dealing with p.m - 1 . d. children who are n ften 1 1 kely te o—
duce more intense reactions. However. by cct;Ling aside tLmo forfrank and earnest discussions on individual preferences mri
attitudes towards each child, team members became more objective
when observing

Once skills had developed the team found that continuous observation was more effective than the other two methods. The nature
and complexity of all behaviour could ho ‘aptiired systematicaliy
in a variety of settings and a comprehensive picture of the
childs abilities and learning strategies could be compiled with
relative ease.

Conclusion.

Although the team found continuous observation to be the mosteffective method of gathering valuable information on pm.i.d.children in a given context, positive steps needed to he taken todevelop the necessary skills. Defining the actions of pupiisprecisely, recognising individual bias towards pupils and sharingthis information were strategies which members of the team felthelped to establish competence.

The numbers in the IT—INSET team provided the ideal rest ce; forexploration and experimen tat ion. Iloweve r. comparable work cou 1. dhe undertaken by teachers or other members of the interdisciplinary team working together in similar ways.

If anyone is carrying out any work on the observation of p.m.Ld.pupils I would be interested in sharing experiences and ideas.

Christina TI Intone.
Senior Lecturer Special Education
Westhill College
Weoley Park Road
Sel ly Oak
Birmingham -
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News from Members of the lIJ4.l. Course on ‘Cliildreii with Profound and

Multiple Learning Difficulties (April,1988)

From: Julie Anderson, Glencrutchery School, Douglas, Isle of Man.

“Some good news .....since I attended the 11.11.1. course at

Westhill College we have integrated our older students with

P.M.L.D. with their peers at Glencrutchery School. A

small step forward, but definitely a step in the right

direction. We have also purchased a ‘bubble tube’ from

‘Liteworlcs’ in Morecambe, which is proving to he very

popular with all our children. 1 would definitely

recommend one”

(Editor’s note: the address for ‘Liteworks’ (for those who do not know

the company) is: Richard llirstwood, 66a, Yorkshire Street, Morecambe,

Lancs. LA3 1Q.F.)

From: Molly de Cans, Mont Varouf School, Le Neuf Chemin, St.Saviours,

Guernsey.

“In mid—May I am setting off with my class oh, 6 P.tl.L.D.

youngsters, (aged 11—18), plus 8 other adults, for a 5—day

stay at Butlins Southcoast World at T3og,ior l?egis. This

is the first time we have taken the children away, hut with

the good ratio of adults to children, I hope all will go

smoothly, and the children will really bench it’ from t:he

change of scene.”

From: Carol Ouvry, 2 Rotherwood Road, Putney, London, SWI5 liZ.

“Could people please send in brief reports of any successful

school journeys they have undertaken wit Ii clii I dren wit hi

p.m.l.d. Recommended places are always advisable For this

group of children, and it would be helpful, to compile a list

of suitable venues.”

From: Claire Marvin, Leyland School , hey land Road , Nitrirsi ton,

“I wondered if I might suggest an ‘Exchange & riart:’ scheme

in ,p.M. L. D. Link’ . There maybe some I eachois who have

surplus toys, equipment etc. , that ot hers could use. Al Se

a section maybe useful . Someone may know a clicati

rnrnpnv .pcrri fir I t’rm i nrt ur



craftsman willing to make it locally. It is always

useful to share knowledge and expertise.”

(Editor’s note: it would be possible to contain both of these suggestions

in ‘P.M.L.D. Link’: please send in your requests and ideas.)

From: Mary Evans, P.M.L,D. Co—ordinator, Blythe School, Coleshill,

Warwickshire.

“From September I will be seconded to the B.Phil,(Ed) course

in Multi—Sensory Impairments, at the University of Birmingham.

Maybe I will meet up with some of you again during the year?

A Residential Experience for post—16 students with

Profound & multiple Learning Difficulties.

Are students with pm.l.d. entitled to LV.E.l. funding?

Every other student over the age of 14 in our school was receiving a

residential experience allowance of E2 from I.V.E. 1. so why nol nor

students with p.m..l.d.?

This became the spur we needed to organise a residential element

to our new post—l6 course for students with p.m.! .d. who are integrated

into the Further Education Department of Blythe School, (c.f. P.M.L.D.

Link, issue 2: the paper by Alan Tompkins.)

Where to go was our next challenge! We hadheard ‘Farmcraft’

in Shipley Country Park, ileanor, Derbyshire highly recommended, and

fortunately they could accommodate us for three (lays [n Nay.

And so it was that Richard, Mary, Caynor and Samantha set off

on what was to prove a terrific experience. We were aMe In provide a

one—to—one ratio for the residential; ourselves pius laren mid Kat.c’

the Educational Assistants in the F.E. Department,

We were not to be disappo n Le(l by ‘ F’armc rail: . flue accommoda t i on

was wonderful; Laura Ashley furnishings; pine bunk beuls, and we] H

equipped kitchen. Our cottage was situated on the farm courtyard; a



constant hive of activity with hens, ducks, geese and Daisy the Cow.

The goat kids were so friendly that they would jump tip and sit on the

students’ laps. The sensory curriculum goes live! (We were

also opposite the pigs who made a special olfactory contribution all of

their own!)

The staff of ‘Farmcraft’ were so helpful. They spent a whole

morning showing each student around individually, raking time for them to

ovserve and touch the many animals.

A large dining room was provided for our evening meal (prepared

by the Farmcraft staff) Breakfast we prepared in our cottage.

The setting of ‘Farmcraft’ is in the middle oE the Shipley

Country Park and could not have been more beautiful. And for

those who I ike the ‘bright lights’ , wi Lii in a mile is I Tie Amer i can Advent ore

Theme Park. The ‘Farmcraft’ folks run a Pets Corner there, and on the

day we visited had organized a special birthday party for Alan.

We can highly recommend ‘Farmcraft’ for all children (and adults).

We took lots of photographs of our students, which we are now

using as part of their ‘Record of Achievement’. We are developing a

photographic ‘Record of Achievement’ for our students with p.m.l.d.,

using the document provided by Warwickshire L.E.A. for all students in

the final years of education.

We would be glad to hear from anyone elsewho has experience

in this area.

Barry Carpenter,
Ileadteaciier,

Alan Tompkins
Post—l6 P.N.L.T). Co—ordiiiator.
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